‘Live Beautifully’ Card Workshop

Create this 20 card workshop ‘10 designs – 2 of each card’ using the Live Beautifully collection.

Cutting and prepping tips:
Trim zip strips off each B&T paper. Each card is numbered 1 – 10. Use cutting guide to cut all B&T and Cardstock. In each circle on the cutting guide the number in the circle is for that particular card. As you cut each B&T and Cardstock lay it in the corresponding pile to the card. This will make it easy when it comes to assembly. There are 4 sizes in the Thin Cuts Basic Hearts – small, medium, large and extra-large. In this workshop you’ll use the small, medium and large heart.

Product List:
Live Beautifully Paper Pack (CC1212B) - 1/2 pack
Live Beautifully Stamp Set (CC1212C)
Happy Heart Stamp Set (A1192)
1 sheet Black Cardstock
2 sheets White Daisy Cardstock (one for stamping images)
X254 White Cards & Envelopes Value Pack
Z4014 White & Gold Twine
Z3312 Gold Glitter Gems
Z3314 Black & White Dots
Z3317 Thin Cuts Basic Hearts
Z3304 Thin Cuts Happy Birthday
Z3249 Happy Thoughts Embossing Folder
Z3247 Simple Chevron Embossing Folder
Adhesive
3-D Foam Tape
Black, Desert Sand, Sea Glass and Whisper Ink
Card 1 - Happy Birthday Card

Adhere Ambre Sea Glass to front of card. On top of this add Gold Foil Flowers, strip of Gold Dots through the middle of the card and Gold & White Twine. Layer the remainder mats and adhere to centre of card using 3-D Foam Tape. Embellish card with Thin Cut “Happy Birthday” title.

Card 2 – Embossed Happy Thoughts Card

Adhere Slate Stripes to front of card. Emboss White Daisy Cardstock with ‘Happy Thoughts’ Embossing Folder. Add this to centre of card with 3-D Foam Tape. Stamp flower and 3 leaves in Sea Glass Ink and cut out. Stamp ‘Be your own kind of beautiful’ in Whisper Ink on White Daisy Cardstock, dovetail RHS, adhere to Slate Stripes and dovetail. Add title to front of card. Arrange stamped flowers and leaves onto card using 3-D Foam Tape.

Card 3 – A Heartfelt Thank you Card

Adhere Gold Dots to front of card. Emboss the longer strip of White Daisy Cardstock with Simple Chevrons Embossing Folder, adhere strip ¾” from bottom of card. Dovetail smaller pieces of Sea Glass Roses and Gold Dots B&T, adhere to card. Stamp ‘A heartfelt thank you’ to smaller White Daisy Cardstock with Desert Sand Ink and dovetail RHS. Wrap White & Gold Twine twice around title on LHS, finish with a knot. Add this to your card using 3-D Foam Tape. Embellish with Gold Glitter Gems.
Card 4 – She Believed She Could Card

Adhere 3 panels to front of card.
Layer White Daisy strip ¾” from bottom of card and adhere Slate Deco to top of this.
Stamp ‘She believed she could so she did’ in Whisper Ink on White Daisy Cardstock, dovetail both ends.
Use 3-D Foam Tape to adhere to card. Embellish with Gold Glitter Gems and 2 small dovetailed Slate Striped pieces from your left over B&T paper.

Card 5 - Double Hearts Card

Adhere Roses strip to bottom of card.
Add Slate Stripe strip.
Stamp 'Be your own kind of beautiful' in Whisper Ink directly onto card base - towards to RHS of card.
Thin Cut a Large Heart out of Slate Stripe.
Using your left over Roses B&T Thin Cut a medium Heart from the centre of a Rose
Use 3-D Foam Tape to adhere both hearts to card. Embellish with Gold Glitter Gems.

Card 6 – Be Your Own Kind of Beautiful Heart Card.

Adhere Gold Foil Flower to centre of card.
Dovetail 3 B&T panels. Layer panels beginning with Slate Stripe, Thistle Pattern then add Gold and White Striped Zip Strip. Finish layering with Gold Foil Dots.
Stamp 'Be your own kind of beautiful' in Black Ink onto White Daisy Cardstock strip, dovetail RHS and adhere to card using 3-D Foam Tape.
Using your left over White Dots on Black B&T Thin Cut a small heart
Add to LHS of title using 3-D Foam Tape.
Embellish with White Dots.
Card 7 – Black Rose Card

Adhere Thistle Pattern to centre of card.
Layer Black Script onto Black Cardstock
Using 3-D Foam Tape adhere to centre LHS of card.
Cut Sea Glass Roses Zip Strip to 4” and dovetail both ends, adhere slightly to RHS on Black Script.
Stamp Rose in Black Ink, cut out and adhere to card as shown. Embellish with Gold Glitter Gems.

Card 8 – Sea Glass Rose Card

Adhere White Flowers on Black to LHS of card leaving a slight edge of the card base showing.
Adhere Black Deco Lines to Black Cardstock.
Add to card using 3-D Foam Tape centred to RHS of card.
Stamp ‘She believed she could so she did’ in Black Ink onto White Daisy Cardstock strip
Adhere to Black Cardstock.
Add to card using 3-D Foam Tape.
Stamp Rose and leaves in Sea Glass Ink and cut out.
Add to card using 3-D Foam Tape.
Embellish with Black Dots.
Card 9 - Smile Card

From LHS of card adhere Bold Black Stripe B&T. Stamp ‘Smile’ in Sea Glass Ink onto White Daisy Cardstock and dovetail RHS. Adhere to Ambre Sea Glass B&T and dovetail. Add to card using 3-D Foam Tape – the dovetail edge will sit out from edge of card. Stamp Rose and leaves in Sea Glass Ink and cut out. Cut side of Rose to fit onto card as shown. Adhere using 3-D Foam Tape. Arrange leaves under rose and title.

Card 10 – Boxed Hearts Card

Adhere White Dots on Black B&T to centre of card. Adhere Black Script to centre of card. Add White Daisy squares onto Black squares and using 3-D Foam Tape adhere to centre of card. Use your left over White Dots on Black B&T to cut 3 hearts with the small Hearts Thin Cuts. Adhere these to the square boxes using 3-D Foam Tape.